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Abstract

Multi-object tracking has recently become an important area of computer vision,1

especially for Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS). Despite growing2

attention, achieving high performance tracking is still challenging, with state-of-the-3

art systems resulting in high complexity with a large number of hyper parameters.4

In this paper, we focus on reducing overall system complexity and the number5

hyper parameters that need to be tuned to a specific environment. We introduce a6

novel tracking system based on similarity mapping by Enhanced Siamese Neural7

Network (ESNN), which accounts for both appearance and geometric information,8

and is trainable end-to-end. Our system achieves competitive performance in both9

speed and accuracy on MOT16 challenge and KITTI benchmarks, compared to10

known state-of-the-art methods.11

1 Introduction12

Object tracking has been evolving rapidly, becoming a very active area of research in machine13

vision. Several approaches have been proposed to improve tracking performance [1], with various14

applications from surveillance systems [2] to autonomous driving [3], and even sports analytics [4].15

One major limitation of object tracking today, is the large number of hyper parameters required; this16

may harm robustness especially for real applications in unconstrained environments.17

During the past few years, deep neural networks (DNNs) have become popular for their capability to18

learn rich features. Accordingly, new approaches with DNNs for tracking have also been proposed19

[5–7]. These methods take advantage of Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) to incorporate temporal20

information. Although some of these methods outperform conventional ones, computational require-21

ments are high, resulting in very low frame rates and latency. Nevertheless, temporal information22

such as motion flow is crucial in object tracking, therefore cannot be discarded from a model without23

loss of performance. To address these issues, we present a new high speed tracking system, combin-24

ing both appearance and temporal geometric information, while having a smaller number of hyper25

parameters. We achieve this by leveraging our newly designed Enhanced Siamese Neural Network26

(ESNN) architecture for similarity mapping: the ESNN is an extended Siamese neural network that27

combines appearance similarity with temporal geometric information and efficiently learns both28

visual and geometric features during end-to-end training.29

2 Background30

Although multiple object tracking plays a key role in computer vision, there exist few benchmarks31

for pedestrian tracking, fewer than for object detection [3, 8–10]. One reason is the difficulty in32

standardizing the evaluation protocol, a controversial topic this day [11]; another reason may be high33

annotation cost. MOT16 [12] and KITTI tracking benchmarks [3] provide well established evaluation34



Figure 1: ESNN-based Multi-Object Tracking System

protocols with good quality annotations, and are widely used by researchers. MOT16 consists of35

14 different sequences and KITTI consists of 50 sequences. Whereas KITTI videos are taken with36

moving cameras (attached to a vehicle), MOT sequences are taken with both static and moving ones.37

Also, even though both datasets contain multiple objects types such as cars, cyclists, pedestrians, and38

motorbikes, KITTI evaluates only on cars and pedestrians and MOT16 evaluates only pedestrians. For39

fair comparison, MOT16 evaluation specifies additional information used by each submitted methods,40

for example, whether a method is online (no latency), and is using provided detection results.41

In this paper, we propose an online system based on provided detection results for two main reasons:42

first, we focus on visual tracking for ADAS and autonomous driving, and we believe reliable/low-43

latency tracking system is crucial. Secondly, since detection performance highly affects tracking44

quality and we want to focus our efforts on improving the tracking algorithm, we choose to use45

provided detection results for fair comparison. Fig. 1 illustrates our tracking system based on ESNN.46

The system can be divided into two main steps: 1) ESNN-based Similarity Mapping and 2) Matching.47

A Siamese network, referred to as ‘Base Network’, is pre-trained with visual information of objects.48

Then, ESNN takes Intersection-over-Union (IoU) and Area Ratio information from pairs of objects49

as additional features, and builds a combined similarity mapping with both geometric and pre-trained50

Siamese network features. After ESNN is fully trained and similarity scores are computed, the51

matching algorithm produces the final tracking results.52

3 Similarity Mapping53

ESNN uses a Siamese network that consists of two identical sets of convolutional neural networks,54

where the weights of convolutional layers are shared in between. The network takes a pair of image55

patches, cropped from original frame, and then maps them to L2 space where the Euclidean distance56

between each output can be used as similarity score. The Base Network is built and trained first, then57

is extended to ESNN with geometric information.58

3.1 Base Network Architecture59

The base architecture of our Siamese neural network is described in Fig. 2. For each convolutional60

layer, hyperbolic tangent (TanH) is used as activation function, and the first fully connected layer61

is followed by Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) [13]. Kernel sizes for each convolutional and pooling62

layer are as follows: conv1(5x5), pool1(2x2), conv2(3x3), pool2(2x2), conv3(3x3), conv4(2x2),63

conv5(2x2), fc1(2048), fc2(1024), and feat(2) or feat(4). The feat(2) layer is fine-tuned with the64

new feat(4) layer to incorporate geometrical featurs in ESNN. For loss function, contrastive loss Lc,65

proposed in [14], is used as follows:66

En = ‖F − Fp‖2 (1)

Lc =
1

2N

N∑
n=1

(y)E2
n + (1− y)max(m− En, 0)2 (2)

where En is Euclidean distance between the output features F and Fp of the Siamese neural network67

with input data pair d and dp, shown in Fig. 2. y denotes label of the pair, where y = 1 if (d, dp) is68

a matching pair and y = 0 otherwise. Finally, m is a margin parameter that affects contribution of69

non-matching pairs to the loss Lc, and we choose m = 3 as the best margin obtained by experiments.70
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Figure 2: Architecture of Base Siamese Neural Network for Similarity Training

Figure 3: Architecture of Enhanced Siamese Neural Network

3.2 ESNN Architecture71

In extension of the Base Network architecture above, the ESNN takes additional layers that learn72

from IoU Diou, and area variant of a pair of objects DArat. For a pair of object bounding boxes bi73

and bj , appearing in frame ft−1 and ft, DIoU and DArat are calculated as follows:74

[DIoU , DArat](bi, bj) = [
area(bi ∩ bj)
area(bi ∪ bj)

,
min(area(bi), area(bj))

max(area(bi), area(bj))
] (3)

Fig. 3 shows the extended architecture of our network. The additional layers up-sample input to the75

same dimension as the output of the Base Network NB , feat and featp. Layers in NB are locked76

during the first phase of training.77

3.3 Training78

The Base Network is pre-trained on Market-1501 person re-identification dataset [15] first. With79

batch size of 128, learning rate starting from 0.01, and SGD (Stochastic Gradient Descent), our80

Siamese neural network converges well on pairs generated by Market-1501 dataset. Train and test81

losses of the training are shown in Fig. 4 (left). x-axis represents the number of epochs in two different82

scales for each loss. On Market-1501 test set, the trained model achieves precision = 0.9854,83

recall = 0.9774, and F1 = 0.9814. In addition, Fig. 4 (right) shows the Euclidean distance of the84

data pairs generated from the trained model on Market-1501 test set in logarithm scale (y-axis). With85

this pre-trained model, the network is then fine-tuned on MOT16 dataset. Results will be discussed at86

the end of this section along with ESNN training results.87

To train ESNN, the pre-trained Base Network model parameters are transferred. In fine-tuning,88

layers in the Base Network are locked in the beginning, and unlocked in the final phase. Also,89
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Figure 4: Train/Test Loss of the Base Network (left) and Euclidean distance of Market-1501 test set
with margin, m = 3 (black horizental line) (right)

margin is set to m = 0.5. Once the ESNN model is obtained, we analyze it on MOT16 train set,90

and compare the performance with results from the Base Network. Fig. 5 shows the Euclidean91

distance of MOT16 train set from the Base Network (left) and ESNN (right). On each figure, the92

plot on top represents the Euclidean distance (y-axis) with IoU (x-axis) of the data. The bottom plot93

shows histogram of the Euclidean distance (x-axis) with normalized frequency (y-axis). The red94

points represent non-matching pairs, blue points for matching pairs, and red and blue dashed lines95

represent mean distance of each group. Finally, the black dashed line represents the margin m. The96

Base Network model achieves precision = 0.9837, recall = 0.9966, and F1 = 0.9901, and the97

ESNN model achieves precision=0.9908, recall=0.9990, and F1 = 0.9949. As shown in Fig. 5,98

the ESNN model outperforms the Base model. Note that, some of the misclassified non-matching99

pairs with DIoU < 0.05 by the Base Network model are correctly classified by the ESNN model.100

It means the ESNN can handle object pairs spatially far apart but sharing similar features (e.g. two101

far-apart persons with similar clothing), better than the Base Network by utilizing IoU and area102

variant information.103

(a) Base Network Model (b) ESNN Model

Figure 5: Euclidean Distance on MOT16 Train Set

4 Matching Algorithm104

For the Base Network, a new score function is introduced by taking IoU and area variant in account,105

plus the score from Euclidean distance. For the ESNN, only Euclidean distance is used for scoring.106

4.1 Scoring107

Given detection boxes Bt−1 = {b1, . . . , bn} at frame t− 1, and Bt = {b1, . . . , bm} at frame t, new108

score function for a pair SNew(bi, bj) where bi ∈ Bt−1, ∀i = 1, . . . , n, and bj ∈ Bt, ∀j = 1, . . . , k,109

can be derived as follows:110

SNew = SDist + SIoUSArat (4)
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Algorithm 1 Matching Algorithm
1: procedure MATCH(P , fn) . Score matrix as input
2: exID ← {existing IDs whithin previous n frames}
3: for i in reversed(sorted(P, score)) do . sort pairs with score
4: (IDexist, IDtgt)← P [i] . pull candidate pair
5: if IDtgt /∈ exID then
6: continue
7: end if
8: if IDtgt.notAssigned() then
9: if IDexist.notAssigned() then

10: Target[IDexist]← IDtgt . new assignment
11: IDexist.setAssigned(True)
12: else if newIDexist ← FindBetterMatch() then
13: IDexist.setAssigned(False)
14: Target[newIDexist]← IDtgt . switch assignment
15: newIDexist.setAssigned(True)
16: end if
17: end if
18: end for
19: for IDtgt ∈ {leftover tgt IDs} do
20: exID.append(IDtgt, fnew) . handle new IDs with frame info
21: end for
22: end procedure

where SDist denotes the score derived from the Euclidean distance Dsiam(bi, bj), output of our111

network for the pair (bi, bj), SIoU denotes Intersection-over-Union of the pair, shifted by 1.0, and112

SArat denotes the area ratio between them. To shorten notation, S(bi, bj) is written as S in Eq. 4.113

The exact functions of SDist, SIoU , and SArat are:114

SDist(bi, bj) = α log0.1{max(γ,Dsiam(bi, bj))} (5)

SIoU (bi, bj) = 1.0 +
area(bi ∩ bj)
area(bi ∪ bj)

(6)

SArat(bi, bj) = e
min(area(bi),area(bj))

max(area(bi),area(bj))
−δ

(7)

where we choose α = 0.8, γ = 10−5, and δ = 0.2 as a bias term. Finally, SNew is obtained for the115

Base Network model, and SDist for the ESNN model.116

SNet =

{
SNew, if Net = NB
SDist, otherwise

(8)

4.2 Matching117

As the second part of the tracking system, a simple yet efficient matching algorithm that takes the118

score matrix SNet as an input is derived as shown in Algorithm. 1. Only one hyper parameter is119

introduced by the algorithm, denoted by fn, specifying how many frames the tracker looks back120

to generate pairs with the current frame. With fn and SNet map where data pair P is the keys, the121

algorithm starts matching with the highest similarity score. It returns the best match solely based122

on the scores, and when there is a conflict, it tries once more to find a better match which can be123

replaced with the current match. After all possible pairs are examined and redundant pairs are filtered,124

new IDs are assigned to the leftover targets.125

To provide a deeper insight on the advantages of this algorithm, we also employ a matcher based on126

the popular Hungarian algorithm and report the obtained results in the experimental section. One127

of the major differences between our proposed matching strategy and the Hungarian algorithm is128

computational complexity. In fact, while the former runs in linear time with the number of people129

in the scene, the Hungarian algorithm has a complexity of O(n3) and can become a significant130

performance bottleneck in crowded sequences.131
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Table 1: Benchmark Results on MOT16 Test Dataset [16]
Method Online MOTA MOTP Hz FAF MT ML FP FN IDs Frag

NMOT [17] No 46.4 76.6 2.6 1.6 18.3% 41.4% 9,753 87,565 359 504
JMC [18] No 46.3 75.7 0.8 1.1 15.5% 39.7% 6,373 90,914 657 1,114
MHT_DAM [19] No 42.8 76.4 0.8 1.2 14.6% 49.0% 7,278 96.607 462 625
OVBT Yes 38.4 75.4 0.3 1.9 7.5 47.3 11,517 99,463 1,321 2,140
Ours Yes 35.3 75.2 7.9 0.9 7.4% 51.1% 5,592 110,778 1,598 5,153
TBD [20] No 33.7 76.5 1.3 1.0 7.2% 54.2% 5,804 112,587 2,418 2,252
CEM [21] No 33.2 75.8 0.3 1.2 7.8% 54.4% 6,837 114,322 642 731
DP_NMS [22] No 32.2 76.4 212.6 0.2 5.4% 62.1% 1,123 121,579 972 944
SMOT [23] No 29.7 75.2 0.2 2.9 5.3% 47.7% 17,426 107,552 3,108 4,483
JPDA_m [24] No 26.2 76.3 22.2 0.6 4.1% 67.5% 3,689 130,549 365 638

Table 2: Results on KITTI MOT Train Dataset obtained using the Hungarian algorithm as matching
strategy
Name MOTA MOTP MOTAL Hz Rcll Prcn FAR MT PT ML FP FN IDs FM

Car 65.97 79.31 66.43 7.52 76.47 91.45 24.45 44.21 45.12 10.67 2723 8963 161 969
Pedestrian 33.69 70.46 34.42 11.81 44.22 82.13 20.19 10.31 52.23 37.45 2246 13024 172 1212

5 Evaluation132

Our system is evaluated on MOT16 train and test set, as well as on the KITTI Object Tracking133

Evaluation 2012 database. The results on MOT16 test set is shown in Table 1, along with other134

methods for comparison. Only the referencible methods that use provided detection results are135

shown, along with an indication whether the method is online or not. Table 2 reports the results136

on the KITTI database for the two evaluated classes, namely Car, Pedestrian. Notice that no fine-137

tuning has been performed on the KITTI sequences, and still the proposed algorithm achieves138

competitive performance, showing the good generalization capabilities of our architecture. Even139

though an accurate comparison on speed is not quite possible due to lack of information on hardware140

specification where other benchmarks were conducted, the speed of our method is quite noticeable141

while achieving competitive performance.142

Given the score matrix SNet provided by the siamese network, we compare the performance of the143

proposed matching algorithm to a baseline that uses the widely adopted Hungarian algorithm. The144

proposed matching approach is generally better than the Hungarian algorithm, who scores a MOTA145

of 27.7%. While a complete evaluation is omitted due to space constraints, it is worth noticing that146

besides resulting in a lower MOTA, the Hungarian algorithm is on average 1.91 times slower. In147

particular, while the execution time is substantially unchanged in some scenarios such as MOT16-05148

(1.03 times slower), the Hungarian’s O(n3) scalability is especially clear when dealing with the most149

crowded scenes, e.g. MOT16-04 (2.69 times slower).150

6 Conclusion151

In this paper, we proposed a new approach for multiple object tracking system that takes advantage152

of deep Siamese neural network to model similarity mapping, followed by an efficient matching153

algorithm. We showed the capability of our Enhanced Siamese neural network, that can fuse154

appearance features with geometric information such as IoU and area variant of objects, resulting155

in better performance while keeping no latency. Evaluation results show that using Siamese neural156

network has significant potential for building similarity matrices for multiple object tracking.157
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